
Greedy Adaptive Critics for LQR Problems:Convergence ProofsTomas Landelius Hans Knutssontc@isy.liu.se knutte@isy.liu.seDepartment of Electrical Engineering, Computer Vision LaboratoryLink�oping University, 581 83 Link�oping, SwedenPhone: +46 13 282651, Fax: +46 13 138526October 4, 1996AbstractA number of success stories have been told where reinforcement learning has been applied toproblems in continuous state spaces using neural nets or other sorts of function approximatorsin the adaptive critics.However, the theoretical understanding of why and when these algorithms work is inade-quate. This is clearly exempli�ed by the lack of convergence results for a number of importantsituations. To our knowledge only two such results been presented for systems in the continuousstate space domain. The �rst is due to Werbos and is concerned with linear function approxima-tion and heuristic dynamic programming. Here no optimal strategy can be found why the resultis of limited importance. The second result is due to Bradtke and deals with linear quadraticsystems and quadratic function approximators.Bradtke's proof is limited to ADHDP and policy iteration techniques where the optimalsolution is found by a number of successive approximations. This paper deals with greedytechniques, where the optimal solution is directly aimed for. Convergence proofs for a numberof adaptive critics, HDP, DHP, ADHDP and ADDHP, are presented.Optimal controllers for linear quadratic regulation (LQR) systems can be found by standardtechniques from control theory but the assumptions made in control theory can be weakenedif adaptive critic techniques are employed. The main point of this paper is, however, not toemphasize the di�erences but to highlight the similarities and by so doing contribute to atheoretical understanding of adaptive critics.1 IntroductionReinforcement learning is a general and powerful way to formulate complex learning problems.The goal of the system is to maximize, a long terms sum of an instantaneous reward providedby the teacher. In its extremum form it only requires that the teacher can provide a measure ofsuccess, i.e. that the system can be given a probability of its mission being completed successfully.This should be a minimum requirement for a de�nition of any relevant problem, including thecase with uncertain teachers.A number of success stories can be found in the literature where reinforcement learning havebeen applied to problems in continuous state spaces. The theoretical understanding of whyand when these algorithms work is however inadequate. In the past, proofs of convergence forreinforcement learning algorithms have been restricted to �nite-state systems. To our knowledgethere are only two exceptions. The �rst is due to Werbos [Werbos, 1990] where he showsconvergence for a linear system in a continuous state space. However also the instantaneouspayo� function is linear which results in the lack of an optimal strategy. This makes the result ofminor interest. The second result was presented by Bradtke [Bradtke, 1993] and deals with linearquadratic regulation (LQR) problems. This proof is limited to a special from of reinforcementlearning known as Q-learning. It is based on policy iterations, a nested loop scheme, where a1



number of polices must be evaluated, each for a su�ciently long time period, in order to obtainthe optimal one by successive approximations. In this paper we present proofs of convergencefor a number of reinforcement learning algorithms that learn the optimal policy by certaintyequivalence control. In contrast to policy iteration the policy is here updated, in a single loop,towards the optimal one at each time step.Both the previous result by Bradtke and our investigations concern the class of problemsreferred to as LQR problems. Even though these systems are simple in comparison to thesystems in real life it should still be pointed out that a deeper theoretical understanding ofreinforcement learning in continuous state spaces will be invaluable in the design of practicalsystems.It is only recently that the close relationship between reinforcement learning, as approximatedynamic programming, and adaptive optimal control has been recognized [Sutton et al., 1991].An introduction to these relations is provided by White and Sofge [White and Sofge, 1992]. Themajor di�erence between the approaches lies in that some of the assumptions made in optimalcontrol can be relaxed when reinforcement learning is employed. In our view the main pointof this paper is, however, not to emphasize on the di�erences but to exemplify the potentialof bringing theoretical results from control theory into the study of reinforcement learningalgorithms. It is our hope that this paper will help produce new insights in the control theoreticas well as the reinforcement learning community.2 Setting the stageTo provide the background and establish the notation, this section will describe the formulationof a general reinforcement learning problem. It also presents the method of dynamic program-ming which is the foundation for all the adaptive critics to be presented later. Finally, detailsare given for the speci�c class of problems for which the convergence results in this paper arevalid, the linear quadratic regulation problems.2.1 The missionWe believe that almost all learning problems can be stated as maximization problems where theentity to maximize is the expected value of a utility function F . The task is then to �nd thebest probability distribution for the response or output signal p�(y) at each time instancep�(yj) = argmaxp(yj)EfF (fui; yig; uj; p(yj); p(uk; yk))g: (1)All probability distributions in the equation above are conditional with respect to the appro-priate history of u and y. The function F depends on the probability for the current output yj ,what has happened up til the actual time instance j, i.e. uj and fui; yig , i < j, as well as onthe probability for future responses p(uk; yk), k > j.The search over all probability distributions only becomes feasible when it is restricted toa parameterized family of distributions. The simpli�cation is often brought even further byemploying a maximum likelihood approach. In this case the goal is to determine the responsethat maximizes the expected value of F :y� = argmaxyj EfF (fui; yig; uj; yj ; p(uk; yk))g: (2)In unsupervised learning we often have complete knowledge of the function F since we ourselveshave invented the measure against which the self-organizing structure should be evaluated. Inthis case the function F is typically based on information or energy aspects.The situation is a bit di�erent in supervised learning. Here we know the correct responsey� and often also the form of the function F . If not, the assumption is that if we get close tothe correct targets this will result in a high value of F . Typically one decides for F to be thenegative sum of squared errors between the generated responses and the correct ones.In most reinforcement learning formulations it is assumed that the system under considera-tion is Markovian, i.e. that everything that has happened in the past can be described by a statevector associated with the current time instance. This means that we can bring the informationin the set fui; yi; ujg into a single state vector xj . Another standard assumption is that F can2



be written as a sum of instantaneous utilities or rewards, r(xj ; yj).F = F (xj ; yj) = NXk=j r(xk ; yk; k):This means that the task is de�ned as to maximize the expected long term payo�. The timedependence is usually modelled as exponential decay of future rewards making rewards in thefar away future less importantF = NXk=j r(xk ; yk; k) = NXk=j k�j r(xk ; yk): (3)Now, let us rule out the possibilities of either having complete knowledge of the function F orhaving a set of training data fxi; yig telling us what the correct output is for a given input. If weinstead focus on the case where the only information available is a measure of the instantaneousreward, r, we are facing a reinforcement learning problem. Then there are broadly speakingtwo ways to approach the problem of �nding the optimal policy di�ering in what function toparameterize.1. Back-propagation of utility. Parameterizes the policy yj = g(xj ; w) and �nds the maximumlikelihood solution in eq. 3 in terms of the parameter vector ww� = argmaxw Ef NXk=j r(xk ; g(xk; w); k)g: (4)2. Adaptive critics. In this case the expected value of F in eq. 3 is parameterized, Q(x; y; w) =EfF (x; y)g. Furthermore the function r is unknown and only samples from r can beobtained. The maximum likelihood response y�(x;w) = argmaxy Q(x; y; w) can then beused in the search for optimal parametersw� = argmaxw Ef NXk=j r(xk ; y�(xk ; w); k)g: (5)Note the resemblance between the two problem formulations in eqs. 4 and 5. They di�eronly in which function to parameterize. In back-propagation of utility, the parameterization ofy = g(x;w) induces a parameterization of EfF (x; y)g. Adaptive critics parameterize EfFg =Q(x; y; w) which induces a parameterization of the response y(x). However, there is a di�erencein the way the optimal parameters are searched for.Methods involving back-propagation of utility, such as explicit criterion minimization (ECM)[�Astr�om and Wittenmark, 1989] and model predictive control (MPC) [Morari, 1993], rely onthe existence of a complete model of the environment and the system. The structure and theparameters of the instantaneous reward r is often known a priori. Together these models turn thesum in eq. 3 into a possibly non-linear optimization problem in terms of the system parameters.Once the solution is found, the parameters of the environmental model are estimated and usedfor calculation of the optimal system parameters. These methods do not handle stochasticsystems where there might be several equally good outputs for a single input. They might alsorun into trouble if the model used to �nd the optimal system does not �t the true environment.Adaptive critics, on the other hand, approximate dynamic programming (DP), the only exactand \e�cient" method for �nding optimal strategies over time in noisy non-linear environments.The problem with true DP is that even if it is e�cient compared to other procedures the costof running DP is proportional, or worse, to the number of possible states for the environment,which grow exponentially with the number of dimensions for a �x quantization of the state space.This is why adaptive critics in continuous domains by necessity need to rely on parameterizedfunctions and hence becomes approximations to DP.2.2 Dynamic programmingOne of the most important strengths of DP and adaptive critics is that they are applicablealso to problem formulations involving stochastic systems. This is because the parameterizedfunction Q(x; y; w) can be used as a probability distribution, p(y j x;w). In the following we will3



however restrict our considerations to deterministic systems and only produce the most likelyresponse.We will from now on refer to the system as the total of the environment, f , and the regulatoror policy, g. The system is assumed to be Markovian in terms of the state vector x and theregulator output y, i.e. the next state of the system only depends on the previous state and thepresent output from the regulatorxk+1 = f(xk; yk) ; yk = g(xk): (6)This formulation implies that the regulator is provided with a valid state vector. If this isnot the case we su�er from perceptual aliasing and need to somehow extract the hidden stateinformation from whatever signals available. The standard attempt to solve this problem isto extend the state space representation by introducing some type of memory [Watkins, 1989].One classic example is to build an observer using a Kalman �lter.A key function in dynamic programming is the value function, here denoted by V (x), whichmodel the long term reward collected using a regulator g and starting out with the system instate x Vg(xj) = F (xj ; g(xj)) = NXk=j r(xk ; g(xk))= r(xj ; g(xj)) + Vg(f(xj ; g(xj))):Here the decay factor is set to one for simplicity and without loss of generality. An optimalregulator is now de�ned as a mapping g� that will result in the largest possible collection ofrewards V�(x) � Vg(x) ; 8 fg; xg: (7)This also means that there may exist several di�erent optimal regulators, but they all inducethe same optimal value function V�. Dynamic programming is a number of techniques that letus �nd the optimal value function as well as the optimal regulator, or policy as it will mostfrequently be referred to from now on. Note that in order to make practical use of the followingdiscussion for systems working in continuous state spaces a parameterization of either V or g isnecessary.By combining the recursive formulation of the value function in eq. 7 with the de�nitionof the optimal value function i eq. 7 we see that using the optimal regulator, i.e. following theoptimal policy, g� will give rise to maximal long term rewardVg(x) � V�(x) = r(x; g�(x)) + V�(f(x; g�(x))): (8)This now gives us an expression for the optimal response since the equation above states thatthe output from an optimal regulator y� must maximizey� = g�(x) = argmaxy fr(x; y) + V�(f(x; y))g: (9)Now, combining eqs. 9 and 8 we obtain what is known as Bellman's optimality equationV�(x) = maxy fr(x; y) + V�(f(x; y))g: (10)This equation can be stated in a more compact form by the introduction of the Q-function[Denardo, 1967, Watkins, 1989]. This function describes the long term reward if we output anarbitrary y this time instance and then use our regulator g to generate future outputsQg(x; y) = r(x; y) + Vg(f(x; y)): (11)From this de�nition we see that Vg(x) = Qg(x; g(x)). We then �nd that the optimal Q-functionmust obey the followingQ�(x; y) = r(x; y) + V�(f(x; y))= r(x; y) +Q�(f(x; y); g�(f(x; y))):4



An advantage with this formulation is that now we can �nd optimal responses without referenceto the environment model f y� = g�(x) = argmaxy Q�(x; y): (12)It also makes Bellman's optimality equation become especially simpleV�(x) = maxy Q�(x; y): (13)There are basically two ways of learning the optimal policy y = g�(x). Policy iteration andgreedy iterations which is also known as certainty equivalence control. These two approacheswill be discussed next.Policy iterationIn this case we iterate nested loops alternating between policy evaluation and policy improve-ment. The inner loop evaluates the current �xed policy g and �nds its corresponding valuefunction Vg which satis�es Vg(x) = r(x; g(x)) + Vg(f(x; g(x))): (14)Once this function is estimated the policy is updated in an outer loop to be in accordance withthe new estimate of V g(x) = argmaxy fr(x; y) + Vg(f(x; y))g: (15)These two loops are then iterated till convergence. It has been shown that this procedure willindeed converge to the optimal value function and the optimal policy if the two steps above canbe solved correctly [Howard, 1960].Greedy iterationIn this case both the steps involved in policy iteration are performed together. Hence, we directlytry to �nd the optimal value function and the optimal policy using a bootstrapping procedurewhere the current policy is always considered to be the optimal one, i.e. that ĝ� = g�. The searchis often done using iterative techniques and in each iteration of a single loop, the parameterizedestimate V̂ � is updated as to satisfy Bellman's optimality equation and this results in the policybeing updated to what would be the optimal policy if V̂ � was the optimal value function V�V̂�(x) = r(x; ĝ�(x)) + V̂�(f(x; ĝ�(x)))ĝ�(x) = argmaxy fr(x; y) + V̂�(f(x; y))g:This motivates why the method is also called certainty equivalence control since the currentestimate of the optimal value function is treated as if it was the optimal one in the derivationof the new estimate of the optimal policy. In this case the two equations above are evaluated inreverse order because the focus is on the parameterized policy ĝ�(x;w) and the update of theparameters w induce an updated version of V̂�(x).Both previous proofs of convergence for continuous state spaces has been concerned withpolicy iteration. One treated linear and one dealt with quadratic instantaneous rewards. In thenext section we will prove convergence for a number of adaptive critics using greedy iterationsapplied to LQR systems.2.3 Linear quadratic regulationIn the following we will concentrate on what is known as the problem of discrete-time linearquadratic regulation (LQR). Consider the discrete-time, continuous multi-variable system wherethe system, consisting of the environment and the regulator, are described by linear mappingsxk+1 = f(xk; yk) = Axk +Byk (16)yk = g(xk) = Lxk: (17)5



where the matrices A 2 Rn�n and B 2 Rn�m constitute a controllable pair (A;B). Controlla-bility means that there exists a sequence of control outputs fyjgNj=1 that transfers every initialstate x0 to any �nal state xN . Formally this requirement can be stated asrank [A AB A2B : : : An�1B] = n: (18)It can then be shown that this also means that a stabilizing feedback matrix L 2 Rm�n can befound so that the matrix A+BL has all its eigenvalues in the open unit disc. The instantaneouscost (negative reward) associated with this system is a quadratic form.r(xk ; yk) = xTkQ xk + yTk R yk; (19)where Q is positive semide�nite and R is positive de�nite, denoted by Q � 0 and R > 0respectively. We consider the matrices Q and R to be symmetric since a quadratic form with anon symmetric matrix can be restated as one with a symmetric matrix.Note that we can restrict our treatment, without lack of generality, to the case where theinstantaneous cost is described by a block diagonal matrix. This is because the coordinatetransformation v = y + R�1STx will restate a problem with a full cost matrix, where the o�diagonal block is given by the matrix S, as a block diagonal problem in terms of the variablesx and v. In this case the matrices A and Q are replaced with A� BR�1ST and Q� SR�1STrespectively. Naturally the full cost matrix must also in this case be positive semide�nite.The task is now to �nd the feedback system g that maximize the reward (minimize the cost)in the long run. This can more speci�cally be stated as the minimization of the discounted sumof the instantaneous costs given byVg(xk) = 1Xj=k j�k r(xj ; yj) = 1Xj=k j�k (xTj Qxj + yTj Ryj); (20)where 0 �  � 1 is the discount factor.It can be shown that the optimal feedback is linear, g�(x) = L�x, and with linear feedbackwe have xk+1 = (A + BL)xk = Dxk [�Astr�om and Wittenmark, 1989]. For such a system thevalue function V modelling the long term cost becomes a quadratic formV (xk) = 1Xj=k j�k r(xj ; Lxj) = 1Xj=k j�k (xTj Qxj + yTj Ryj)= 1Xi=0 i (xTi+kQxi+k + yTi+kRyi+k) = 1Xi=0 i xTi+k(Q+ LTRL)xi+k= xTk " 1Xi=0 i(DT )i(Q+ LTRL)Di#xk = xTkKxk:This sum will be convergent since the matrix D has all its eigenvalues in the open unit disc.Since it is a sum of positive numbers it must be the case that the matrix K � 0. Again, weconsider the K in the quadratic form to be symmetric.For a linear system with a quadratic reward also the Q-function becomes a quadratic form:Q(xi; yi) = r(xi; yi) + V (xi+1) = (xTi yTi )�Q 00 R��xiyi�+ xTi+1Kxi+1= (xTi yTi ) G�xiyi�+ (Axi +Byi)TK(Axi +Byi)= (xTi yTi ) �G+�ATBT�K (A B)��xiyi� = (xTi yTi ) H �xiyi� :This shows that also the matrix H describing the Q-function will be positive semide�nite sinceit is a sum of G � 0 (block-diagonal with the blocks Q � 0 and R > 0) and a term of the formF TKF which is also positive semide�nite since K � 0.3 Adaptive criticsAs stated previously there is a di�erence between adaptive critics and techniques from optimalcontrol using back-propagation of utility. In optimal control one often poses an optimization6



problem that is solved for optimal feedback parameters given a system model. The solution isthen fed with the estimated system parameters to give optimal parameters for the system athand.Adaptive critics on the other hand try to model the value function or one of its relativesdescribing the long term reward. This estimate can then be used to �nd optimal feedback ina number of ways as will be described later. Another di�erence is that some of the adaptivecritics do not need to estimate an explicit model of the environment and that stochastic systemscan be treated within the framework. We will however, as previously stated, only consider thedeterministic LQR problem in this paper.There are several variants of adaptive critics in the literature. Two of the most commonare TD-methods [Sutton, 1988] and Q-learning [Watkins, 1989]. These two methods, as wellas most of the adaptive critics presented in the literature so far, has been classi�ed in fourcategories by Werbos [Werbos, 1992]. The classi�cation is based on the choice of function tomodel and parameterize, see table 1. Method ModelHDP Heuristic Dynamic Programming V (x)DHP Dual Heuristic Programming @V=@xADHDP Action Dependent HDP Q(x; y)ADDHP Action Dependent DHP @Q=@x and @Q=@yTable 1: The relationship between adaptive critics and their models.Each of these adaptive critics will be given a short presentation in terms of what estimatesand parameterizations are needed to produce targets for an algorithm that learns the model ofthe appropriate value function or its gradient. At the end of each section a proof of convergencefor the method applied to the LQR problem will be given.3.1 Heuristic Dynamic ProgrammingHeuristic DP, which includes temporal di�erence (TD) methods, is a method for estimating thevalue function V . If the policy is not �x, but updated with policy iteration or greedy iteration,the value function corresponding to the optimal policy can be estimated. Estimating the valuefunction for a given policy only requires samples from the instantaneous reward function r whilemodels of the environment and the instantaneous reward are needed to �nd the value functioncorresponding to the optimal policy. As seen earlier the value function for a policy g can bede�ned recursively as V (x) = r(x; g(x)) + V (f(x; g(x))):We can use the right hand side of this equation as targets d for any supervised learning algorithmthat tries to approximate V with a parameterized model V (x;w):d(r; f; w) = r(x; g(x)) + V (f(x; g(x)); w): (21)Hence, we look for a new parameter vector w0 that minimizes some error function, e.g. theexpected squared error: w0 = argminw0 EfjV (x;w0)� d(r; f; w)j2g: (22)Since a new parameter vector de�nes new targets this is a moving target problem. Becauseof this the issue of convergence becomes even more problematic than is usually the case withnon-linear optimization procedures.In order to �nd the parameters for the optimal value function we can use policy iterationsor greedy iterations to update our policy. In both cases we need to parameterize the policyg(x) = g(x; u) and �nd the proper response parameters according to Bellman's optimalityequation using our estimate of V :u� = argmaxu fr(x; g(x; u)) + V (f(x; g(x; u)); w)g: (23)7



One way to search for the optimal parameters is to employ a gradient algorithm that calculates@Vg(u)(x)=@u. In these calculations the requirement for a number of models becomes evident:@V@u = @r@g @g@u + @V@f @f@g @g@u: (24)We see that we need models of three derivatives besides the known model of the derivativeof our policy g with respect to its parameters u. The three models are the derivative of theinstantaneous reward r with respect to the response g, that of the value function V with respectto the next state vector f , and also the derivative of the environment f with respect to theresponse g. These derivatives can be obtained e.g. by di�erentiating parameterized models ofthe functions r(x; y); V (x), and f(x; y).Now, let us turn to the LQR problem and look at the parameterization of the di�erentfunctions involved. In this case we will parameterize four functions according to:V (x) = xTKx r(x; y) = xTQx+ yTRy (25)f(x; y) = Ax+By y = g(x) = Lx: (26)The parameters, Q;R, of the instantaneous cost and the parameters, A;B, of the environmentcan be obtained using any standard identi�cation algorithm. The parameters of the valuefunction can then be estimated by minimization of the moving target problem in eq. 22 throughgreedy, i.e. certainty equivalence, control.First, let us look at how to generate responses. Use the expressions for the parameterizedfunctions in eqs. 25 and 26 to obtain the derivatives needed in eq. 24. In the LQR case weobtain the maximum of eq. 23 by solving @V=@u = 0 for u. Since we have @g=@u 6= 0 we cansimplify this equation to yield:0 = �@r@g + @V@f @f@g� @g@u = @r@g + @V@f @f@g= 2yTR+ 2(Ax+By)TKB = yT (R+BTKB) + xTATKB:The second row comes from the facts that g = y and that the next state, f = Ax + By, isassigned the value V (f) = fTKf which means that @V=@f = 2fTK. The equation above letus solve for the proper responsey = g(x; u) = �(R+BTKB)�1BTKAx = Lx; (27)where we view the parameter vector u as the vectorized version of the matrix L, i.e. u =vec(L) according to the de�nition of the vec-function in the appendix section A.2. Note thatthe parameterization of V (K); r(Q;R), and f(A;B) induces a parameterization of the policyg(K;R;A;B).Now, to the estimation of the parameters of the optimal value function. We start out witha gradient algorithm to solve the minimization problem in eq. 22 with respect to K, the matrixcorresponding to the parameter vector w:Ki+1 = Ki � � @@K 0EfjxTi K 0xi � d(r; f;Ki)j2gK0=Ki= Ki � � E � @@K 0 jxTi K 0xi � d(r; f;Ki)j2�K0=Ki= Ki � 2� E �xixTi (xTi Kixi � d(r; f;Ki))	ki+1 = ki � � E �vi(vTi ki � d(r; f;Ki))	 : (28)Between the last two lines in the equation above we introduce the notation v = vec(xxT ),k = vec(K), � = 2�, and use the fact that a quadratic form can be expressed as a scalarproduct as described in section A.2 of the appendix.The target for the HDP learning algorithm was de�ned in eq. 21. Using the parameterizationfor our system given by eqs. 25 and 26 the target can be expressed as:d(r; f;Ki) = r(x; y) + V (f(x; g(x)))= xTQx+ yTRy + fTKif= xTQx+ yTRy + (Ax +By)TKi(Ax +By):8



The use of the vec-function allows us to replace the expectation value in eq. 28 with the instan-taneous value of the derivative. By so doing we get a stochastic approximation of the gradientalgorithm:ki+1 = ki � � vi(vTi ki � d(r(xi ; yi); xi+1;Ki)) (29)ki+1 = ki � � vi(vTi ki � [xTi Qxi + yTi Ryi + (Axi +Byi)TKi(Axi +Byi)])= ki � � vi(vTi ki � [xTi (Q+ LTi RLi)xi + xTi (A+BLi)TKi(A+BLi)xi])= ki � � vivTi vec(Ki � [Q+ LTi RLi + (A+BLi)TKi(A+BLi)]):Note that all information needed by HDP to produce the target is given by the current rewardand the value function evaluated in the next system state. Again, the step between the last twolines above comes from the fact that a quadratic form can be stated as a scalar product. Now,let us look at the update equation in the meanEfvec(Ki+1)g = Efvec(Ki)g � � CvEfvec(�Ki)g; (30)where Cv = EfvvT g > 0 is a symmetric covariance matrix thanks to the introduction of thevec-function in the earlier stages. From section B.1 in the appendix we have that if a sequencewi+1 = wi + ��wi converges then so does the sequence wi+1 = wi + �C�wi if C > 0 and issymmetric.Stating equation 30 in terms of matrices, with W = EfKg and Cv = I , results in thefollowing equation for the update of the value function parameters in the mean:Wi+1 =Wi � � [Wi � (Q+ LTi RLi + (A+BLi)TWi(A+BLi))]: (31)That this sequence indeed converges to the parameters for the optimal value function V�(x) =xTK�x is proved by theorem B.1 in the appendix, section B.2. Hence, we have proven that thestochastic approximation algorithm in eq. 29 converges, in the mean, to the matrix constitutingthe optimal value function for the linear quadratic system described in eqs. 25 and 26.3.2 Dual Heuristic ProgrammingDual heuristic programming is a method for estimating the gradient of the value function,@V=@x, rather than V itself. In order to do this we need samples from a function describingthe gradient of the instantaneous reward function @r=@x as well as a di�erentiable model of theenvironment. To derive the update formula for DHP we start out with recursive formulationfor the value function and then di�erentiate it with respect to the state vector x:V (x) = r(x; g(x)) + V (f(x; g(x)))@V@x = @r@x + @r@g @g@x + @V@f �@f@x + @f@g @g@x� : (32)The right hand side of eq. 32 can be used as target d for a gradient algorithm that tries toapproximate Vx = @V=@x with a parameterized model Vx(x;w):d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f; w) = rx + rggx + Vf (fx + fggx): (33)Di�erentiation with respect to a variable is denoted with a subscript. We look for a parametervector w that minimizes the expected squared error in the moving target problem:w0 = argminw0 EfjVx(x;w0)� d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f; w)j2g: (34)The gradient of the value function corresponding to the optimal policy can be found by meansof policy iterations or greedy iterations. In order to complete the greedy step we need toparameterize our policy g(x) = g(x; u) and solve Bellman's optimality equation using our currentestimate of @V=@x. As seen in the previous section the optimal parameters can for example befound by a gradient algorithm based on @V=@u:@V@u = @r@g @g@u + @V@f @f@g @g@u: (35)In the calculations of this gradient the expression for @V=@f turns up and in HDP we neededto di�erentiate our model of V in order to obtain it. In DHP this is exactly the expression wetry to model. 9



Again we assume that the other derivatives can be found by di�erentiation of models esti-mated for parameterized versions of the instantaneous reward r(x; y), and the next state f(x; y).For the speci�c case that we are interested in here, the LQR problem, the parameterized func-tions look like: @V (x)@x = 2xTK r(x; y) = xTQx+ yTRy (36)f(x; y) = Ax +By y = g(x) = Lx: (37)We now suppose that the parameters of the last two has been estimated through some standardidenti�cation algorithm and instead concentrate on how the parameters of the gradient of thevalue function can be estimated by minimization of the moving target problem in eq. 34. Wewill do this greedingly, i.e. using certainty equivalence control. From the discussion of the HDPalgorithm we have already obtained the expression for the greedy responsey = g(x; u) = �(R+BTKB)�1BTKAx = Lx; (38)where we recognize K as the matrix in our parameterized version of @V=@x in eq. 36. Again weview the parameter vector u as the vectorized version of the matrix L, i.e. u = vec(L) accordingto the de�nition of the vec-function in the appendix, section A.2.Let us show how to estimatite the parameters for the gradient of the optimal value function.Start out with a gradient algorithm to solve the minimization problem in eq. 34 with respect toK, the matrix corresponding to the parameter vector w:2Ki+1 = 2Ki � � @@K 0Efj2xTi K 0 � d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f;Ki)j2gK0=Ki= 2Ki � � E � @@K 0 j2xTi K 0 � d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f;Ki))j2�K0=Ki= 2Ki � � E �xi(2xTi Ki � d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f;Ki))	 : (39)Here the constant � = 2� was introduced between the last two lines.The target for the DHP learning algorithm was de�ned in eq. 33. Using the parameterizationfor our system given by eqs. 36 and 37 the target can be expressed as:d(rx; rg ; fx; fg; f;Ki) = rx + rygx + Vf (fx + fygx)= 2xTQ+ 2yTRL+ 2fTKi(A+BL)= 2xTQ+ 2yTRL+ 2(Ax+By)TKi(A+BL):Substituting this into eq. 39 and replacing the expectation value with the instantaneousvalue of the derivative we get the stochastic approximation version of the gradient algorithm:2Ki+1 = 2Ki � � xi(2xTi Ki � d(rx(i); ry(i); fx(i); fy(i); xi+1;Ki))) (40)= 2Ki � � xi(2xTi Ki � [2xTi Q+ 2yTi RLi + 2(Axi +Byi)TKi(A+BLi)])Ki+1 = Ki � � xixTi (Ki � [Q+ LTi RLi + (A+BLi)TKi(A+BLi)]):Note that DHP needs samples from the derivative of the reward, a model for the derivative ofthe environment, and samples from the derivative of the value function in the next system stateto produce the target. Let us look at the convergence of the update rule in the meanEfKi+1g = EfKig � �Cx(EfKig �Ef[Q+ LTi RLi + (A+BLi)TKi(A+BLi)])g; (41)where Cx = EfxxT g > 0 is a symmetric covariance matrix. From section B.1 in the appendixwe have that if a sequence wi+1 = wi + ��wi converges then so does the sequence wi+1 =wi + �C�wi if C > 0 and is symmetric.Restating equation 41 in terms of matrices, with W = EfKg results in the same update rulein the mean, as the one for HDP in the previous sectionWi+1 =Wi � � [Wi � (Q+ LTi RLi + (A+BLi)TWi(A+BLi))]: (42)That this sequence indeed converges to the parameters in the optimal value function V�(x) =xTK�x is proved in theorem B.1 found in section B.2 of the appendix. Since the same parametermatrix describes the gradient @V=@x = 2xTK we have proved that the update formula in eq.40 converges, in the mean, to the matrix constituting the gradient of the optimal value functionfor the linear quadratic system described by eqs. 36 and 37.10



3.3 Action Dependent HDPAction dependent HDP, which is also known as Q-learning, is a method for estimating the Q-function for any policy, optimal or non-optimal. In di�erence with HDP and DHP this methodonly requires samples from the instantaneous reward function r. The right hand side of eq.11, de�ning the Q-function, is here used as target for a stochastic gradient algorithm thatapproximates Q(x; y) with a parameterized model Q(x; y; w):d(r; f; g(f); w) = r(x; y) +Q(f(x; y); g(f(x; y)); w): (43)We use a stochastic gradient method to search for the parameter vector that minimize theexpected squared error:w0 = argminw0 EfjQ(x; y; w0)� d(r; f; g(f); w)j2g: (44)Here we use greedy iterations to update our policy in order to �nd the optimal Q-function. Thepolicy is parameterized as g(x) = g(x; u). The proper response is given by Bellman's optimalityequation in terms of the Q-function, y� = argmaxy Q(x; y). A solution can be obtained byemploying a gradient algorithm based on @Q=@y.When applied to the LQR problem suitable parameterizations of the Q-function, the rewardr, and the environment (next state), f , are given by:Q(x; y) = (xT yT )�Hxx HxyHyx Hyy��xy� r(x; y) = xTQx+ yTRy (45)f(x; y) = Ax+By y = g(x) = Lx: (46)We can now use the parameterized version of Q to �nd optimal responses for the LQR systemby solving @Q=@y = 0 @Q@y = @@y (xT yT )�Hxx HxyHyx Hyy��xy�= @@y �xTHxxx+ 2yTHyxx+ yTHyyy�= 2Hyxx+ 2Hyyy = 0:Solving for the optimal response y then givesy = g(x; u) = �H�1yy Hyxx = L(H)x = Lx; (47)where we view the parameter vector u as the vectorized version of the matrix L, i.e. u = vec(L)according to the de�nition of the vec-function in the appendix, section A.2. Note that theoriginal choice of parameterizing Q(H) induces a parameterization of the policy g(H). Indi�erence with HDP no more parameters than the ones used for Q are needed.Now, to the estimation of the parameters of the optimal Q-function. We start out with agradient algorithm to solve the minimization problem in eq. 44 with respect to H , the matrixcorresponding to the parameter vector w:Hi+1 = Hi � � @@H 0EfjzTi H 0zi � d(r; f; g(f); Hi)j2gH0=Hi= Hi � �E � @@H 0 jzTi H 0zi � d(r; f; g(f); Hi)j2�H0=Hi= Hi � �E �zizTi (zTi Hizi � d(r; f; g(f); Hi))	hi+1 = hi � �E �vi(vTi hi � d(r; f; g(f); Hi)))	 : (48)Here we denote � = 2� and obtain the last equality by utilizing the fact that a quadratic formcan be written as a scalar product, as described in section A.2 of the appendix, together withthe notation zT = (xT yT ); v = vec(zzT ) and h = vec(H).The target for the ADHDP learning algorithm was given in eq. 43 and can be expressed for
11



the LQR problem using the parameterization in eqs. 45 and 46:d(r; f; g(f); Hi) = r(x; y) +Q(f(x; y); g(f(x; y)); Hi)= xTQx+ yTRy + (fT gT (f))Hi � fg(f)� (49)= zT �Q 00 R� z + ((Ax +By)T LT (Ax+By)T )Hi� Ax+ByL(Ax+By)�= zT �Q 00 R� z + zT � A BLA LB�T Hi � A BLA LB� z: (50)The reason for vectorizing the update rule for the gradient algorithm in eq. 48 is that itallows us to replace the expectation value with the instantaneous value and arrive a stochas-tic approximation algorithm. The update rule for this algorithm is found by insertion of theexpression for the target, given by eq. 50, into the update rule in eq. 48:hi+1 = hi � � vi(vTi hi � d(r(zi); zi+1; Q(zi+1; Hi))) (51)= hi � � vi vTi hi � "zTi �Q 00 R� zi + zTi � A BLA LB�T Hi � A BLA LB� zi#!= hi � � vivTi vec Hi � "�Q 00 R�+� A BLA LB�T Hi� A BLA LB�#! :Note that ADHDP only needs the current reward together with the Q-function, evaluated forthe next state and response, to produce the target. Let us look at the vectorized update equationin the mean Efvec(Hi+1)g = Efvec(Hi)g � � CvEfvec(�Hi)g; (52)where Cv = EfvvT g > 0 is a symmetric covariance matrix. From eq. B.1 we have that if asequence wi+1 = wi + ��wi converges then so does the sequence wi+1 = wi + �C�wi if C > 0and is symmetric. Stating equation 52 in terms of matrices, with W = EfHg and Cv = I ,results in the following equation for the update of the value function parameters in the mean:Wi+1 =Wi � � "Wi � �Q 00 R�+� A BLA LB�T Wi � A BLA LB�!# : (53)That this sequence indeed converges to the parameters for the optimal Q-function Q�(x) =zTH�z is proved by theorem B.2 in section B.3 in the appendix. Hence, we have proven thatthe update formula in eq. 51 converges, in the mean, to the matrix constituting the optimalvalue function for the linear quadratic system described by eqs. 45 and 46.3.4 Action Dependent DHPIn action dependent DHP we model and estimate the gradient of the Q-function. In order to dothis ADDHP needs samples from the derivatives of the instantaneous reward with respect to thestate and the response together with a di�erentiable model of the environment. The gradientsof the Q-function with respect to x and y are found by taking the gradient of eq. 11:@Q@x = @r@x + @Q@f @f@x + @Q@g @g@f @f@x (54)@Q@y = @r@y + @Q@f @f@y + @Q@g @g@f @f@y : (55)Notice the absence of @y=@x since the Q-function is de�ned by the value of giving any responsey and then following the policy y = g(x), hence we have @y=@x = 0 in this equation.Targets for an algorithm that learns the parameters for the gradient of the Q-function,@Q(z; w)=@z; zT = (xT yT ), are found in the right hand side of eqs. 54 and 55. Since we knowthe parameterization of the policy we also know the derivative @g=@f . From the equations abovewe see that we need samples from @r=@x and @r=@y together with models for @f=@x and @f=@yto produce the targets: dx(rx; f; g; fx; fy) = rx +Qffx +Qggffx (56)dy(ry; f; g; fx; fy) = ry +Qffy +Qggffy: (57)12



We use a gradient algorithm to search for the parameter vector that minimizes the expectedsquared error in the moving target problemw0 = argminw0 Efj@Q(z; w)=@z � d(rz ; f; g; fz)j2g; (58)where we have the notion d = (dx dy). Greedy iterations update our policy in order to �ndthe gradient of the optimal Q-function. The policy is parameterized as g(x) = g(x; u) and theproper response is given by Bellman's optimality equation y� = argmaxy Q(x; y).When applied to the LQR problem a suitable parameterization of the gradient of the Q-function, the gradient of the reward with respect to the state and the response, @r=@z, and thederivative of the environment with respect to the state and response, @f=@z, is given by:�@Q@x @Q@y � = (xT yT )�Hxx HxyHyx Hyy� r(x; y) = xTQx+ yTRy (59)f(x; y) = Ax+By y = g(x) = Lx: (60)In section 3.3 on ADHDP it was shown that the greedy response according to the currentestimate of H is given by:y = g(x; u) = �H�1yy Hyxx = L(H)x = Lx: (61)The targets for the LQR case are found by substituting equation eqs. 59 and 60 into eqs. 56 and57. Note that eq. 59 give the gradients of Q with respect to the next state, f , and response,g(f), as (fT gT (f))H . The targets can then be expressed according to:dx = 2xTQ+ 2(fTHxx + gT (f)Hyx)A+ 2(fTHxy + gT (f)Hyy)LAdy = 2yTR+ 2(fTHxx + gT (f)Hyx)B + 2(fTHxy + gT (f)Hyy)LB:These expressions can be put together into a single formula for the target d = (dx dy):d = 2(xT yT )�Q 00 R�+ 2(fT gT (f))�Hxx HxyHyx Hyy�� A BLA LB�= 2zT �Q 00 R�+ 2zT � A BLA LB�T H � A BLA LB� : (62)Now, to the estimation of the parameters for the gradient of the optimal Q-function. We startout with a gradient algorithm to solve the minimization problem in eq. 58 with respect to Q,the matrix corresponding to the parameter vector w:2Hi+1 = 2Hi � � @@H 0Efj2zTi H 0 � d(rz ; f; g(f); fz; Hi))j2gH0=H= 2Hi � � E � @@H 0 j2zTi H 0 � d(rz ; f; g(f); fz; Hi))j2�H0=Hi= 2Hi � � E �zi(2zTi Hi � d(rz ; f; g(f); fz; Hi))	 : (63)As before we introduce � = 2� in the last equation above. If we insert the expression for thetarget from eq. 62 into eq. 63 and replace the expectation value with the instantaneous valuewe get a stochastic approximation algorithm:2Hi+1 = 2Hi � � zi(2zTi Hi � d(rz(i); zi+1; fz(i); Qz(zi+1; Hi))) (64)= 2Hi � � zi�2zTi Hi � �2zTi �Q 00 R�+ 2zTi+1Hi � A BLA LB���Hi+1 = Hi � � zizTi "Hi � �Q 00 R�+� A BLA LB�T Hi� A BLA LB�!# :Note that ADDHP needs samples from the derivatives of the reward and the derivative of theQ-function, evaluated for the next state and response, together with a di�erentiable model ofthe environment in order to calculate the target. In the mean the update equation becomesWi+1 =Wi � �Cz [Wi � (�Q 00 R�+� A BLA LB�T Wi � A BLA LB�)]; (65)13



Method Samples ModelsHDP r V; @r=@y; @f=@yDHP @r=@x; @r=@y @V=@x; @r=@x; @r=@y; @f=@x; @f=@yADHDP r QADDHP @r=@x; @r=@y @Q=@x; @Q=@y; @f=@x; @f=@yTable 2: The information needed by adaptive critics to learn the optimal policy.where W = EfHg, and Cz = EfzzTg. In section B.1 it is shown that this sequence can bemade convergent by an appropriate choice of � if it converges with Cz = I . This equation ishowever identical to eq. 53 which is shown to be convergent by theorem B.2 in section B.3 ofthe appendix. Hence we have shown convergence, in the mean, for the stochastic approximationupdate rule in eq. 64.4 ConclusionsWe have presented convergence proofs for four stochastic approximation algorithms (HDP, DHP,ADHDP, and ADDHP) that converge to the true parameters of the optimal value function, orthe derivative thereof. The proofs concern linear quadratic regulation in continuous state spaces.Previous theory has mainly been concerned with �nite state domains and the results presentedin this paper is one of the �rst steps towards a theoretical understanding of the convergenceproperties of adaptive critics. There exist many examples of successful applications of adaptivecritics to far more complex problems than the LQR why every step towards bridging the gapbetween theory and practice should be regarded as momentous.This paper stresses the importance of what functions to represent and parameterize. Thedi�erent adaptive critics need di�erent information in order to �nd the optimal policy as sum-marized in table 4. The way the LQR problem is approached by control theorists and peopleusing adaptive critics is also di�erent. These di�erences become most evident when the ADHDP,or Q-learning, algorithm is applied. Here only samples from the instantaneous reward functiontogether with the parameters of the Q-function are needed in order to arrive at the optimalcontroller. This is to be compared with optimal control techniques where the instantaneousreward function is assumed to be known and the parameters of the environment need to beestimated and used in the solution of a Riccati equation before the optimal controller can becalculated.The proofs of converge fall into two classes, one for HDP and DHP and another that relatesto ADHDP and ADDHP. Both of these proofs bears considerable resemblances to proofs ofconvergence for Kalman �lters in control theory [Lancaster and Rodman, 1995]. We think thispaper points out that work made in the �eld of optimal control may contribute with freshideas as well as clues on how to establish, or at least investigate, the convergence properties ofpreviously proposed algorithms in the �eld of reinforcement learning.A Quadratic forms as scalar productsIn this appendix it is shown that quadratic forms involving vectors x 2 Rn may be viewed as avector scalar product in the vector space Rn�n .A.1 The Kronecker productThe following matrix product has many names, it is referred to as the right Kronecker product,the direct, or the tensor product. It will be useful when dealing with quadratic forms in thederivation of some of the convergence proofs involving outer product of state vectors. TheKronecker product between A 2 Rm�m and B 2 Rn�n is de�ned asA
B = 0BBB@a11B a12B : : : a1mBa21B a22B a2mB... . . .am1B am2B : : : ammB1CCCA : (66)14



A.2 The vectorize functionThe vec function will be used to vectorize, or atten, matrices into vectors by stacking thecolumns A�1; : : : ; A�n of a matrix A 2 Rm�n to form a vector vec(A) 2 Rmn with mn compo-nents vec(A) = 0B@A�1...A�n1CA : (67)Together with the Kronecker product, de�ned in section A.1, we are now able to write quadraticforms as scalar products between vectors. First it can be shown thatvec(XTAY ) = (Y T 
XT )vec(A): (68)Now let us look at a quadratic form including the vector x 2 Rn and the matrix A 2 Rn�n .xTAx = (xT 
 xT )vec(A) = �x1xT : : : xnxT � vec(A) = vec(xxT )Tvec(A): (69)Hence the quadratic form can be calculated as the scalar product between the vectorized outerproduct xxT and the vectorized matrix A.B Proofs of convergence for adaptive criticsThe idea behind the proofs in section B.2 and B.3 stems from the book by Lancaster and Rodmanwho use the strategy to prove convergence for the Riccati di�erence equation in connection withthe discrete Kalman �lter [Lancaster and Rodman, 1995]. As before, a positive de�nite matrixP and a positive semide�nite matrix S are denoted by P > 0 and S � 0 respectively. Firstwe look at the convergence of update rules where the update step is multiplied with a positivede�nite gain matrix.B.1 Positive de�nite gain matricesWhen proving convergence in the mean one often ends up with a covariance matrix in front ofthe update step vector. Here we will show that if we know that recursion formula,xk+1 = xk + ��k (70)converge, then it will still converge if the di�erence vector � is multiplied with a symmetricpositive de�nite gain matrix C. Assume that the step length � 2 (0; 1]. Since the matrix C issymmetric we know that it can be diagonalized with an orthogonal matrix C = EDET ; ETE =I , where Dii > 0 since it is also positive de�nite. Now let us look at the modi�ed recursionformula involving the gain matrix C:xk+1 = xk + �C�k (71)= xk + �EDET�k: (72)Change coordinates by multiplying this equation from the left with the orthogonal matrix ETETxk+1 = ETxk + �ETEDET�k = ETxk + �DET�k = ETxk + �ETD�k: (73)The last step is due to the commutative nature of diagonal matrices. Now we can change backto the original coordinates again by multiplying from the left with the matrix Exk+1 = xk + �D�kxk+1;j = xk;j + �Djj�k;j= xk;j + �j�k;j ;where the two last equations gives the recursion for each row. We now see that we are guaranteedconvergence if we chose the constant � so that all the new constants �j lie in the correct interval�j = �Djj 2 (0; 1]. Hence if we choose the constant � according to0 < � � 1�M ; (74)where �M = maxfDjjg is the largest of C's eigenvalues, then we are assured that if the sequencegenerated by eq. 70 converges, then so does the one generated by eq. 71.15



B.2 Proofs of convergence. HDP and DHPTheorem B.1 (Convergence of HDP and DHP) Assume that � 2 (0; 1] , R > 0 , Q � 0,and (A;B) is a controllable pair. De�ne a sequence fWkg1k=0 according to eq. 75 below withW0 = 0. Then there is a unique W � � 0 such that Wk ! W � as k ! 1 in this recursionformula: Wk+1 = f(Wk; Lk)= Wk + � �Q+ LTkRLk + (A+BLk)TWk(A+BLk)�Wk� ; (75)where the feedback matrix Lk is given byLk = L(Wk) = �(R+BTWkB)�1BTWkA: (76)The limit W � is also the unique positive semide�nite solution to the discrete arithmetic Riccatiequation (DARE) W � = Q+AT (W � �W �B(R +BTW �B)�1BTW �)A: (77)Lemma B.1 Let an arbitrary sequence fHkg1k=0 � Rn�n be given and also a matrix Z0 � 0.Use this matrix as a starting point and generate a sequence fZkg1k=0 using eq. 75, i.e. Zk+1 =f(Zk; Hk). Let W0 be a matrix for which 0 �W0 � Z0 and generate another sequence accordingto equations 75 and 76, i.e. Wk+1 = f(Wk; L(Wk)). Then 0 �Wk � Zk for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : .Proof. The proof is by induction. The relation 0 � W0 � Z0 is given and we assume that0 � Wk � Zk. First de�ne Ẑk+1 = f(Zk; L(Zk)) and for brevity write R̂ = (R + BTZkB) andLk = L(Wk). Now expand Hk = Lk + (Hk � Lk) and prove that Zk+1 � Ẑk+1:Zk+1 = f(Zk; Hk)= Zk + �[Q+ (Lk + (Hk � Lk))TR(Lk + (Hk � Lk))+(A+BLk +B(Hk � Lk))TZk(A+BLk +B(Hk � Lk))� Zk]= Zk + �[Q+ LTkRLk + (A+BLk)TZk(A+BLk)� Zk]+�[(Hk � Lk)T (RLk +BTZk(A+BLk))+(LTkR+ (A+BLk)TZkB)(Hk � Lk) + (Hk � Lk)T (R +BTZkB)(Hk � Lk)]= f(Zk; Lk) + �[(Hk � Lk)T (R̂Lk +BTZkA) + (LTk R̂ +ATZkB)(Hk � Lk)]= f(Zk; Lk) + �(Hk � Lk)T R̂(Hk � Lk)� f(Zk; Lk) = Ẑk+1 (78)The second last equality is due to eq. 76 which gives R̂L = �BTZkA. The last inequality isdue to (Hk � Lk)T R̂(Hk � Lk) � 0 since R̂ = R + BTZkB � 0 because � 2 (0; 1]; R > 0 andZk � 0 from the induction hypothesis.Thus, the choice of Hk = Lk = L(Zk) results in a lower bound on f(Zk; Hk). We can nowapply the same argument to the sequence fWkg which shows thatf(Wk; L(Zk)) � f(Wk; L(Wk)) =Wk+1: (79)The induction hypothesis Wk � Zk now yieldsf(Wk ; L(Zk)) = (1� �)Wk + �[Q+ (L(Zk)TRL(Zk) + (A+BL(Zk))TWk(A+BL(Zk))]� (1� �)Zk + �[Q+ (L(Zk)TRL(Zk) + (A+BL(Zk))TZk(A+BL(Zk))]= f(Zk; L(Zk)) = Ẑk+1:This in combination with eq. 79 gives Wk+1 � f(Wk ; L(Zk)) � f(Zk; L(Zk)) = Ẑk+1.From eq. 75 we have that Wk � 0 implies Wk+1 � 0 which, together with eq. 78, results in0 �Wk+1 � Ẑk+1 � Zk+1 and the induction is complete. �Lemma B.2 Let the sequence fWkg be de�ned as in lemma B.1. If (A;B) is a controllablepair then there is a matrix Y such that 0 �Wk � Y for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : .16



Proof. Since (A;B) is controllable there is a matrix L such that D = A + BL has all itseigenvalues in the open unit disc. Now generate a sequence fZkg from Z0 = W0 and therecurrence relation Zk+1 = f(Zk; L). Then lemma B.1 can be applied which results in 0 �Wk � Zk; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : by choosing Hk � L. For j = 1; 2; : : : let us look atZk+1 � Zk = f(Zk; L)� f(Zk�1; L)= (1� �)(Zk � Zk�1) + �(A+BL)T (Zk � Zk�1)(A+BL)vec(Zk+1 � Zk) = [(1� �)I + �DT 
DT ] vec(Zk � Zk�1)= E vec(Zk � Zk�1):Thus, vec(Zk � Zk�1) = Ek�1 vec(Z1 � Z0) (80)and hencevec(Zn) = vec(Z0) + nXk=1 vec(Zk � Zk�1) = vec(Z0) + nXk=1Ek�1vec(Z1 � Z0): (81)Since the eigenvalues, �i of D satisfy j�ij < 1 and the eigenvalues of DT 
D is given by �2i wehave together with � 2 (0; 1] that the eigenvalues of E equals j(1��) +��2i j < 1. Hence, thereexists a norm in which e = kEk < 1 andkvec(Zn)k = kZnk � kZ0k+ kZ1 � Z0k 1Xk=0 ek = e0; (82)where e0 is independent of n. Now chose Y = e0I and obtain 0 �Wk � Zk � kZkkI � e0I = Y .�Proof of Theorem B.1 Generate two sequences fWkg and fZkg starting fromW0 = Z0 =0 by Wk+1 = f(Wk; L(Wk)) ; Zk+1 = f(Zk; L(Wk+1));where L(�) is given by eq. 76. Then lemma B.1 implies that 0 �Wk � Zk and with Lk = L(Wk)we obtainWk+1 � Zk = (1� �)(Wk � Zk�1) + �(A +BLk)T (Wk � Zk�1)(A +BLk): (83)Now, W0 = 0 implies W1 = Q � 0 so thatW1�Z0 � 0. We then make the induction hypothesisWk � Zk�1 � 0 and eq. 83 yields Wk+1 � Zk. This leads us to 0 � Wk � Zk � Wk+1 meaningthat the sequence fWkg is nondecreasing and from lemma B.2 we know that this sequence hasan upper bound. It therefore has a limit W � and taking limits in equation 75 we �nd that it isthe solution of equationW � = Q+ L(W �)TRL(W �) + (A+BL(W �))TW �(A+BL(W �)): (84)Expanding this equation in terms of L(W �) we obtain eq. 77. Since this equation has a uniquepositive semide�nite solution [Lancaster and Rodman, 1995] and we have shown W � � 0 thismatrix must be the unique solution and the proof is completed. �B.3 Proofs of convergence. ADHDP and ADDHPTheorem B.2 (Convergence of ADDHP and ADDHP) Assume that � 2 (0; 1], R > 0,Q � 0, and (A;B) is a controllable pair. De�ne a sequence fWkg1k=0 according to eq. 85 belowwith W0 = 0. Then there is a unique W � � 0 such that Wk ! W � as k ! 1 in the recursionformulaWk+1 = f(Wk; Lk)= Wk + �"�Q 00 R�+� A BLkA LkB�T �Wk;xx Wk;xyWk;yx Wk;yy�� A BLkA LkB��Wk# ;(85)17



where the feedback matrix Lk is given byLk = L(Wk) = � 0 ; k = 0�W�1k;yyWk;yx ; k > 0: (86)Furthermore the feedback matrix will in the limit equal the optimal one given byL� = �(R+BTKB)�1BTKA;where K is the unique positive semide�nite solution to the DARE presented in equation 77.Lemma B.3 Let an arbitrary sequence fHkg1k=0 � Rn�n be given and also a matrix Z0 � 0.Use this matrix as a starting point and generate a sequence fZkg1k=0 using eq. 85, i.e. Zk+1 =f(Zk; Hk). Let W0 be a matrix for which 0 �W0 � Z0 and generate another sequence accordingto equations 85 and 86, i.e. Wk+1 = f(Wk; L(Wk)). Then 0 �Wk � Zk for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : .Proof. The proof is by induction in two steps. The relation 0 � W0 � Z0 is given and weassume that 0 �Wk � Zk. First de�ne Ẑk+1 = f(Zk; L(Zk)) and for brevity writeF = �Q 00 R� and Lk = L(Zk):Now rewrite Hk = Lk + (Hk � Lk) and prove that Zk+1 � Ẑk+1:Zk+1 = f(Zk; Hk)= Zk + � �F +�ATBT��I HTk ��Zk;xx Zk;xyZk;yx Zk;yy�� IHk� (A B)� Zk�= Zk + � �F +�ATBT� (Zk;xx + Zk;xy(Lk + (Hk � Lk)) + (Lk + (Hk � Lk))TZk;yx+ (Lk + (Hk � Lk))TZk;yy(Lk + (Hk � Lk)))(A B)� Zk�= Zk + � �F +�ATBT� (Zk;xx + Zk;xyLk + LTkZk;yx + LTkZk;yyLk)(A B)� Zk�+��ATBT� ((Hk � Lk)T (Zk;yx + Zk;yyLk) + (Zk;xy + LTkZk;yy)(Hk � Lk)T+(Hk � Lk)TZk;yy(Hk � Lk)(A B)= f(Zk; Lk) + ��ATBT� (Hk � Lk)TZk;yy(Hk � Lk)(A B) � f(Zk; Lk) = Ẑk+1:(87)The second last equality is due to Zk;yyLk = �Zk;yx and the inequality comes from the fact thatZk;yy � 0. This is shown by noting that Z0 � 0 and using the induction hypothesis Zk;yy � 0together with the lower right block of equation 85 which givesZk+1;yy = (1� �)Zk;yy + � [R+BTLTkZk;yyLkB] > 0;since � 2 (0; 1] and R > 0.Thus, the choice of Hk = Lk = L(Zk) results in a lower bound on f(Zk; Hk). We can nowapply the same argument to the sequence fWkg which shows thatf(Wk; L(Zk)) � f(Wk; L(Wk)) =Wk+1: (88)The induction hypothesis Wk � Zk now yieldsf(Wk; L(Zk)) = (1� �) Wk + � �F +�ATBT� (I LT (Zk))Wk � IL(Zk)� (A B)�� (1� �) Zk + � �F +�ATBT� (I LT (Zk))Zk � IL(Zk)� (A B)�= f(Zk; L(Zk)) = Ẑk:This in combination with eq. 88 gives Wk+1 � f(Wk ; L(Zk)) � f(Zk; L(Zk)) = Ẑk+1.From eq. 85 we have that Wk � 0 implies Wk+1 � 0 which, together with eq. 87, results in0 �Wk+1 � Ẑk+1 � Zk+1 and the induction is complete. �Lemma B.4 Let the sequence fWkg be de�ned as in lemma B.3. If (A;B) is a controllablepair then there is a matrix Y such that 0 �Wk � Y for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : .18



Proof. Generate a sequence fZkg from Z0 =W0 and the recurrence relation Zk+1 = f(Zk; L).Here the matrix L is choosen such that kA+BLk < 1 which is possible since the pair (A;B) iscontrollable. Then lemma B.3 can be applied which results in 0 �Wk � Zk; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : bychoosing Hk � L. For j = 1; 2; : : : let us look atZk+1 � Zk = f(Zk; L)� f(Zk�1; L)= (1� �) (Zk � Zk�1) + ��ATBT� (I LT )(Zk � Zk�1)�IL�vec(Zk+1 � Zk) = "(1� �) I + �� A BLA LB�T 
� A BLA LB�T# vec(Zk � Zk�1)= E vec(Zk � Zk�1):Thus, vec(Zk � Zk�1) = Ek�1 vec(Z1 � Z0) (89)and hencevec(Zn) = vec(Z0) + nXk=1 vec(Zk � Zk�1) = vec(Z0) + nXk=1Ek�1vec(Z1 � Z0): (90)Now let us show that kEk < 1. This is done by �rst looking at the norm of D = (I LT )T (A B)by studying DkDk = �IL��A B��IL� � � � �A B��IL�| {z }k�1 pairs �A B� = �IL� (A+BL)k�1 �A B�kDkk � k�IL� k k(A+BL)k�1k k �A B� k �  k(A+BL)kk�1:Taking the limit k !1 of the last row in the equation above results inlimk!1 kDkk � limk!1 kDkk � limk!1  kA+BLkk�1 = 0; (91)since kA+BLk < 1 for our choice of L due to (A;B) being controllable. This then means thatkDk 2 (0; 1) giving us, �i of D satisfying j�ij < 1. The eigenvalues of DT 
DT is then givenby �2i and together with � 2 (0; 1] we have that the eigenvalues of E equals j(1��)+��2i j < 1.Hence, there exists a norm in which e = kEk < 1 and from eq. 90 we getkvec(Zn)k = kZnk � kZ0k+ kZ1 � Z0k 1Xk=0 ek = e0; (92)where e0 is independent of n. Now chose Y = e0I and obtain 0 �Wk � Zk � kZkkI � e0I = Y .�Proof of Theorem B.2 Generate two sequences fWkg and fZkg starting fromW0 = Z0 =0 by Wk+1 = f(Wk; L(Wk)) ; Zk+1 = f(Zk; L(Wk+1));where L(�) is given by eq. 86. Then lemma B.3 implies that 0 �Wk � Zk and with Lk = L(Wk)we obtainWk+1 � Zk = (1� �)(Wk � Zk�1) + ��ATBT� (I LTk )(Wk � Zk�1)� ILk� (A B): (93)Now, W0 = 0 implies W1 = F � 0 so that W1�Z0 � 0. We now make the induction hypothesisWk � Zk�1 � 0 and eq. 83 yields Wk+1 � Zk. This leads us to 0 � Wk � Zk � Wk+1 meaningthat the sequence fWkg is nondecreasing and from lemma B.4 we know that this sequence has19
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